Introduction. As has been well known since the fundamental papers of S. Bernsteinf on the generalization of Dirichlet's principle, one of the main points in proofs of existence for elliptic equations, and the most difficult one, is to obtain suitable estimates for solutions and their derivatives under the assumption of their existence, the so-called a priori limitations.
In a subsequent paper we intend to give an application of our present results to an important existence problem of differential geometry in the large.
1. We start with a discussion of the analytic continuation of solutions mentioned in the Introduction. Let A, B,C, D, E be analytic functions of the five complex arguments u, v, x, p, q in a complex neighborhood A7 of a real point T0 (uo, Do, x0, po, <7o) and denote, as usual, by ¿>, q, r, s, t its first and second partial derivatives.
We suppose x(u0, Vo) = Xo, p(u0, Vo) = po, q(u0, v0) = qo, and assume that in the square Sc (1.1) \r\, \s\, \t\ ^ M and that throughout St the Monge-Ampère equation holds:
(3) At + Bs + Ct + 2?(r/ -s2) = E.
Condition (1.1) implies that, for every point of Se, (u, v, x, p, q) lies in Nt. We take two points of St, P and Q, and map the line segment PQ affinely onto the line segment from the point ( -1, 1) to the point (1, -1) of the line 7+ 5 = 0 of the 7, 5-plane. Thus to every point ir of the latter segment there belongs a pair of functions w(tt), v(nr), which serve to define three more functions of ir,
x(ir) = x(u(t), v(it)), P(t) = p(u(w), v(tt)) , q(w) = q(u(ir), v(ir)).
With that segment as initial curve and «(+), v(tv), x(ir), P(tt), q(ir) as initial values we set up the following hyperbolic system (of characteristic equations of (3)): Concerning this problem we prove the following
Theorem. There exists a positive number ej <e, which depends only on e, a, K, M, such that (i) a solution «(7, 5), 11(7, 5), ■ • ■ , 9(7, S) of (4.1-4.5) exists throughout the square 17 [ ?£ 1, | 5| ■£> 1 ;
(ii) for every point of this square (u, ■ ■ ■ , q) belongs to Nt; (iii) the solution has continuous derivatives with respect to 7 and b and depends analytically on the coordinates of the points P and Q, used in the determination of the initial values;
(iv) in the square \ 71 = 1, | 5 | ^ 1 the first derivatives of the functions u,v,x, p,q with respect to 7 and 8 remain bounded by 2rz, z -PQ, and moreover (5) I Uy(y, Ô) -uy(y, -7) I á ßz, provided P and Q lie both in the square St,: I « -«o| á «1, I » -Va\ á «1; the numbers r, ß are functions of a, K, M, e, to be specified later.
We first derive certain bounds for our functions x(u, v), piu, v), qiu, v), r{u, v), siu, v), tiu, v) for real u, v in St. In view of (3), A = 404 + 2?0(C + Dr) -(B -2Ds)2. The factor A +Dt, being continuous, never vanishes and may, without loss of generality, be assumed positive. We then have 2 2
the last inequality being valid in the whole N(. We now define a non-negative angle fa < ir/2 by the equation
If 101 ^ fa, we have cos 0 ïï cos 0i > 0. If, on the other hand, -k -fa ^ 0 = 0i, we deduce the following inequalities :
In order to solve the above stated hyperbolic problem, we reduce it to a system of five equations of second order. Thus we shall need to know the initial values of the first derivatives of the solution whose existence we are going to establish, along the initial line 7 + 6 = 0. The equation of the line in the u, v plane joining P and Q has the form v cos 0 -u sin 0 = const., where 0 is the angle of the direction from P to Q with the positive u axis.
On the other hand let us denote by (') the operation of differentiation with respect to the arc length of the line 7 + 5 = 0. We evidently have for any function/^, S), having continuous first derivatives, If, on the other hand, <pii=<p = ir -<pi, we find, on account of (9) and (7) This may be expressed in the following form: the entire range of <j> splits up into four sectors such that within the first sector $R(w7) is bounded below by 2ßz, within the third sector 9î(wT) is bounded above by -2ßz, within the second sector -3(w7) is bounded below by 2ßz and within the fourth sector -3?(w-y) is bounded above by -2ßz. It is sufficient to choose for 2/3 >0 the smaller one of the two numbers J cos fa and a2 sin fa/ i96K2i\ + M)) which both depend only on a, K, M. Hence ß depends only on a, K and M. We notice furthermore that our formulas (11) show the existence of a positive number r, depending only on a, K, M, e, such that, on y + ô = 0, (13) I Uy | < TZ, I «s I < TZ, • • • , I Çs | < TZ.
We now indicate briefly a methodf of solving the system (4.1-4.5). Differentiate (4.1), (4.2), (4.4) with respect to ô and (4.3) and (4.5) with respect to y. We obtain five equations containing second derivatives of the unknown functions only of the type d2/dydô. We solve with respect to these, which is possible since A 5^0. The equations so obtained have the form (14) AUys = quadratic form in uy, us, ■ ■ ■ , qy, q¡; ■ ■ ■ , with coefficients which are polynomials in A, B, C, D, E and their partial derivatives with respect to u, v, x, p, q, in other words with coefficients limited in absolute value by a suitable polynomial g(K) >0 as long as u, v, x, p, q remain within Nt. Under the same condition | A| >a2. We now apply successive approximations to system (14) with initial values as determined above by two points P and Q of Sf¡ where «i satisfies the following inequalities:
f Cf. Hadamard, Leçons sur le Problème de Cauchy, Paris, Hermann, 1932, pp. 488-501. Postponing the definition of the first approximation, let us suppose that any one of the successive approximations exists in | *y j SS1, | S | SS1, and that (u, v, x, p, q) is in A7,, while the partial derivatives with respect to 7 or 5 are in absolute value ^ 2tz. Then for the derivatives of the next approximation u*, • ■ ■ , q* which certainly exists in |-v| al, | S| ál, we find from (14) , * , g(K)
\uyS\ ^-400r2z2. a2 On integrating this and taking into account (13) Oñ the other hand by (1.1) we have for the initial values of the u, v, x, p, q
Hence on integrating (16) and in view of (15) This shows that all the functions u*, v*, x*, p*, q* remain within Ne, provided we define a suitable first approximation. We do this by setting as a first approximation a solution of the system Uys = 0, Vys = 0, • • • , qys = 0, with the given initial data.
Since for this solution the values of uy, ■ ■ ■ , qs at any point 7, 5 coincide with some initial value, the above inequalities (16), (17) hold for the first approximation and thus for all of them.
It may now be shown that the successive approximations converge uniformly together with their first derivatives to limit functions and we get a solution of the system (4) assuming the given initial values. This solution is the only one having continuous first derivatives and can be differentiated with respect to 7 and ô as well as with respect to any parameter as many times as the initial data themselves.f
Obviously the solution satisfies the same inequalities (16) and (17) I Uyiy, 5) -Uyiy, -7) I = -dô = 800 --r2z2 = ßz.
\J¡ dydô a2
This is the desired inequality (5). Thus all the statements of our theorem on page 419 have been proved except the analytical dependence on the coordinates of P and Q.
This last property results from the fact that our initial data are analytic functions of these four coordinates. Let us denote the coordinates of P by ai and ¿>i, those of Q by a2 and b2. If we give a\, h, a2, b2 complex values, but very near to those real values for which we made the above construction, we get new initial data which differ as little as we please from the former one's ; we may assume that the inequalities (13) remain valid for the new initial data. If now we construct the solution of the modified initial problem, we get again a solution for the whole square |-y| gl, \&\ = 1 and this solution stays as near as we please to the former solution on account of the continuous dependence on the initial data. We thus get a solution depending on four complex parameters and the two real variables 7, 5. Denote by 77=771+^772 any one of the complex parameters. The initial values, being analytic functions of 7j, satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations which evidently can be written in the following form using the abbreviation V = d/df]i+id/dt)2:
On the other hand, on operating with V on the system (4.1-4.5) we get
i.e., a hyperbolic system, linear and homogeneous, with a non-vanishing "determinant" This implies the desired analytic dependence on ai, bi, a2, b2 in the square |-y| ^1, |S| álj expressed by means of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. 2. We return to real values of <Zi, ¿>i, a2, b2. The manifold of solutions seems to depend on these four variables and the two variables y, 5. It is possible, however, to reduce the dependence to that of ah bi, a2, b2 only. If we substitute for y a variable 7'=A7+Z and for ô a variable S' = A'S+/' with kk'9*0, a solution of the system (4) becomes a solution of the same system in y', 5' because of the homogeneity of (4) with respect to the derivatives d/dy, d/dô. Now let P', 0/ be two points of, and in the same order as, PQ. The range of the initial values of the problem (4) determined by P' and Q' may be transformed by the above substitution into a part of the range of the initial values of the PQ problem. The same must then be true for the range of the corresponding solutions of the P'Q' problem and of the PQ problem. If therefore we agree to consider only the point 7 = 1, 5 = 1 of the PQ problem and to write the solution at this point as a function of ax, bx, a2, b2 only, the whole square will consist of points at which the solution is the same function with different values of the argument ai, bi, a2, b2. In particular, the line 6 = 1 corresponds to fixed (ai, bi) while (a2, b2) varies along a line through (ai, bi). This shows that we have on ô = 1 the following rule : The differentiation d/dy of our solution, considered as function of y, S and of the four parameters öi, bi, 02, b2, reduces to the operation
if we write our solutions as functions of öi, bi, a2, b2 only. Notice that the solution is defined for \ai-u0\ áei, \bi -v0\ á«i, \a2 -u0\ ^ei, \b2-v0\ ^«i and that the originally given functions in the real u, D-plane now appear as functions of the four arguments for coincident P and Q, i.e., for ai = a2, ¿>i = b2. 3. We now set up another hyperbolic system for two functions u(y, S) and v(y, h) to be determined for \y\ Sjl, |S| j¡l. The initial values are given on 7+5 = 0 in the same way as on page 419, but the equations are We conclude XiUy -Avy -Dqy = 0, \2u¡-Avs -Dq¡ = 0, -Evy + Cqy + \\py = 0, since, iñ view of (2) and (3), (Air + Cs)iA + Dt) + (Xii + Ct -22)(X, -Zfc) = 0.
Similarly we obtain the relation -Ev» + Cqi + \2ps = 0.
We also mention the identity Xy -pUy -qVy = 0.
Thus the introduction of the new initial problem leads to a set of functions u(y, 5), • • • , q(y, ô) which turns out to be a solution of (4.1-4.5) with the same initial conditions. In view of the uniqueness theorem the two solutions must coincide wherever they exist simultaneously, which is true for P sufficiently near Q.
Equations ( Returning to the variables ax, by, a2, b2, we may say that if (ai, bi) is fixed while (a2, b2) varies along any line through (oi, bi), then (w, v) moves on a certain two-dimensional surface Mi of the four-dimensional complex u, vspace, called characteristic "megaline."* For (a2, b2) sufficiently near (ai, bi) the equation of Mi has the form v = analytic function of u.
Thus, for Q sufficiently near P, we may write the corresponding CauchyRiemann equations in the form (20) Sa,«!, -!t,«a, = 0. From (20), (21), (18.3), (18.4) we derive a fact of fundamental importance for our discussion, namely that the quotient ua¡:Ub, is independent of oi, b\. Indeed, since on Mi we have 0 = dv -pdu, the relation In an analogous manner we find that ua2:ub¡ does not depend on bi. Hence, in order to compute the value of uai:ubn for any (ai, 61, a2, b2) we may compute it for ai = a2, h = b2, i.e., for (a2, b2, a2, b2). In view of the known values (11) for the initial values of uy and our remark on page 425 we get Let us take for P the point (w0, v0) and let (a2, b2) vary in the square R: \a2 -Uo\ ¿«i, |¿>2-i>o| á<i. Imagine the complex conjugate quantity w(«o, v0, a2) b2) -«o as a vector* attached to the variable point (a2, b2) of R. Formulas (27) show that m(m0, v0, a2, b2) -ua forms an angle less than ir with the vector a2 -«o + ¿(i>2 -vo) which is ;¿ 0, provided (a2 -w0)2+(b2-v0)2 f^0. If we follow û along any closed Jordan curve contained in R and such that (u0, v0) lies in its interior, the rotation of ü-u0 after one circuit must equal that of a^-u0+i(b2-va), i.e., 27T. On the other hand the vector ü-u0 depends analytically on a2, b2 and has for every subdomain of 2? only a finite number of singularities. (The same will be true for any vector ü(u0, va, a2, b2) -U, U being a constant.) We conclude that the point a2 = u0, b2=v0 is a singularity of the field ü(u0, v0, a2, b2) -u0 with index +1. By (27) , the expression ü-U does not vanish along the contour of R if | U-Uo\ <2/3éi, since z=PQ^ti as long as Q varies along the contour of R and P is the center (u0, v0) of R. For reasons of continuity, the rotation (along the contour of R) of û -U equals that of ü-u0, so that we may say that the vector field w -U has at least one singularity within R for | U -u0 | < 2/3ei, and the sum of the indices of all singularities in R equals +1. On the other hand it follows from the lemma below that any such singularity has an essentially positive index, hence there can be at most one singularity, which is the desired result.
Lemma. Let, without loss of generality, the origin of an a, b-plane be a zero of a complex vector u(a, b), analytic near the origin and such that the quotient ua:Ub = K has a negative imaginary part at the origin: 3(k0) <0. Then the singularity of the origin has a positive index.
We prove this lemma by developing u in a Taylor series in b+K0a and b -Koa. Let k>0 be the smallest degree for which there are non-vanishing terms so that the series begins as follows :
Form the expression u0 -/at 6 and develop it into a power series in a and b; it must vanish identically. On the other hand the terms of lowest degree in u" -KUb have the form (uo, vü, a2, b2 ) with respect to a2 or b2 vanishes. For we conclude from (26) and (24) that there is at least a linear form in ua, and «¡,, which differs from zero. On the other hand the quotient uai:ub, has a positive imaginary part and cannot vanish, which proves that ua,9*0, Ub,7*0.
Hence, the relations (20) and (23) yield the analytic dependence of v, x, P,qonu on the megaline M\, provided u lies in Y.
Integration of (13) Thus the above inequalities for the successive derivatives at the point w0 yield inequalities for the partial derivatives of the given functions x (u, v), p(u, v), q(u, v) . And anyone of these inequalities yields two estimates if we take account of the reality of these functions for real u, v.
6. As mentioned in the introduction, the most important of the a priori limitations are those for the third derivatives of x. We easily can establish them at the point u0, v0.
We have at u0, v0 Hence by solving the above linear system with respect to ru, su, tu, tv we easily obtain upper bounds for \ru\, \su\, \tu\, \tv\, depending on a, e, K, M only.
We shall not carry through the computations. 7. The estimates for the higher derivatives are not much more complicated, but for the applications it is important to know that they can be chosen in such a way that they insure a lower a priori bound for the radii of convergence of the Taylor series for x at a point u0, v0.
We observe that there are two megalines Mi and M2 through the point («o, Vo), conjugate to each other. The values of u, v, x, p, q at their points will be referred to by u(u0, v0, a2, b2)=uiuo, v0; Q), • • • and w(ai', bi, «o, vi)=uiP; «o, z>o) respectively.
Consider the megaline passing through (m0, Vo, Q) which consists of points (ai, ¿>i; Q) with variable (ai, bi) and fixed Q, and the megaline through (P; u0, v0) consisting of points (P; a2, b2) with variable [May (a2, b2) and fixed P. The two megalines evidently intersect at (P, Q). Let £ denote the variable u on Mi and 77 the same variable on M2-If both vary within the circle Y of "Schlichtheit," i.e., for | £-«o| <2/3eiand 177 -u0\ <2j3«i, they are in unique correspondence with Q and P respectively.
We therefore may write u(P, Q), ■ ■ ■ as functions of £ and 77. We say that they are analytic functions of these complex arguments.
We have evidently £ = £(a2, b2) = £i + ¿£2 and the independence of ua,:ub, on ai, ¿>i shows that ua,'Ub, or, what is essentially the same, W{,:m{i are independent on 77. Hence we may compute its value by setting 7i = u0. But on Mi we have Cauchy-Riemann equations Mfi:Mfi--*• Similarly we find the Cauchy-Riemann equations «,,:»"= -i.
Thus u (£, 77) depends analytically on £ and 77 for | £-u01 < 2ße\, 177 -»01 < 2j3ei.
The equations (20), (21), (23) show that for any function w of the set u, v, x, p, q we have
This yields the analytic dependence of all of them on £ and 77 for | £ -m0 | < 2/3ei, 177-Mo I <2/?6i. Moreover u, v, x, p, q admit bounds for their absolute values, depending only on e, a, K, M.
On the other hand we find for £ = m0, t7=m0 the following lower bounds:
We therefore are able to introduce u, v as independent variables* instead of £ and »7 within a domain \u -m0| <«2, \v-Vo\ <«2, with e2 depending merely on a, e, K, M. In this domain we may develop x in a power series in u-u0 and v-v0; it will converge there and its coefficients will have absolute bounds in terms of a, e, K, M. Even the majorant series formed with these bounds instead of the derivatives of x at u0, v0 will converge for \u -m0| <«2, \v-v0\ <e2. We state the final result in the following form:
Theorem. The derivatives of an analytic solution of the analytic MongeAmpère equation (3) existing for \u -Uo\ <e, \v -v0\ <e can be developed into a power series in u -u0 and v-v0 whose associated radii of convergence and whose coefficients can be bounded, the former from below, the latter from above, by certain numbers which depend only (i) on the bound M for the moduli of the second derivatives, (ii) on the value 2a2 of A>0 atu = u0, v = v0, (iii) on the bound e such that in a neighborhood Nt of the 10-dimensional space of complex x, p, q, u, v around u0, v0, x0, po, <7o the coefficients A, B, C, D, E remain regular, and |A| >a2, (iv) on the bound K for these coefficients and their first partial derivatives in N" provided we have pr?-\-q<? ál. The power series in u and v, formed with the bounds of the coefficients, has the same bounds for its associated radii of convergence.
8. We have made use of the following lemma concerning the inversion-of a system of analytic functions in the neighborhood of the origin.
Lemma. Let i+kii Suppose \ad -bc\ >^4>0, 0<2?i<|a|, \b\, \c\, \d\ <B2. Suppose furthermore that '^2aikxiyk and^1cikxiyk converge for \x\ <p, |y| <p and that there \u\, \v\ <C. Then there exists a neighborhood of the origin \u\ -\-\v\ <h, and a fortiori a neighborhood \u\ <h/2, \v\ <h/2,for which we can solve with respect to x and y, with h depending only on A, B\, B2, C, p.
Though the proof of the possibility of inversion in a sufficiently small neighborhood is well known, we were unable to find the above estimate for the neighborhood mentioned in the literature. We therefore sketch a simple method of establishing this estimate.
We have on account of the assumptions C C aik I < --and I cik I < 
